
5 Adaptive Neuro-Fuzzy Model for DGA 
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Dissolved Gas Analysis (DCiA) is an important tool Cor monitoring ol' Pmvcr 
Transformers. Many standards such as the IEC 599 ratio codes. Rogers and triangle 
ratio ha\·e been well established. These ratio methods arc powerfuL simple to use and 
highly adaptive. since rules used in these methods can be line tuned \\ith cumulated 
operating experience. 

Rules of these ratio methods arc based on single l~llllts. As for multiple 1~1lllts only the 
dominating l~1ults are represented in the rules. Therefore. situations where mixes of 
l~llllts arc undetected. Another thing is due to the structure of the IEC codes used. 
Knm\n as the gas ratios. these codes are quantized to define the crisp boundaries of 0. 
1 and 2. In practice. these boundaries arc often non-crisp (or fuzzy) especially under 
multiple l~1ults. As a result. these codes could lead to errors aml abrupt changes in 
diagnosis moving across crisp boundaries from one f~lltlt to another. 

Fuuy logic provides an approximate but an effective means of describing the 
behaviour of systems that arc too complex. ill-delined or not easily analyzablc. Fuzzy 
logic analysis is intuitive and relics on "rules of thumb". 

lhcrcl'orc a run:y logic vvas used as a condition monitoring system 110 I that assesses 
the infonnation to diagnose and predict the f~tults of transformers. Ilowcvcr. the fu;:zy 
logic systems could not learn from previous diagnosis results because the membership 
functions and diagnostic rules were determined by practical experience or trial and 
error methods. 

I lcnce. neural networks \\ere used for this purpose since the hidden relationships 
hct\\ccn the fault types and dissolved gases can be recognized by neural networks 
through training process. In the paper [ 111. artificial neural net\\ork system to 
recognize the incipient f~tults of pm\er transformers was presented. The system in this 
paper uses li\·c key gases as its inputs and identifies only four (04) l~llllts namely 
O\erheating. partial discharge. arcing and normal condition. This is not enough l'or 
diagnosing f~wlts. This system can directly acquire experience from the training data 
<mel mcrcome some of the shortcomings or the fussy logic system. I lowcvcr. other 
dnmback in this system is it takes considerable time to train the system because it has 
multiple neuron layers. 

To o\crcomc the drawbacks or above neural network. extension neural nct\\orks arc 
used 1121 as they· do not possess any hidden layer and training time is quite 
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economical. But for this paper. JLC 599 method and trapezoidal membership 
functions \\ere used. One limitation or ILC 599 is 1~llllts in the paper insulation arc not 
addressed because C02/CO ratio is not considered. Next drm\back is the simple 
trapezoidal membership function used may not be suitable for representing the 
boundaries of JEC 599 because the trapezoidal membership functions arc formed 
using straight lines. The membership function maps each clement to a membership 
\aluc het\\ccn 0 and 1. But for gas ratios it can not be mapped on a straight line. 

1\ neuro-Cuzzy diagnosis system dcsig11cd in the MATLAB cmironment \'vith ANFIS 
(Adaptive Neuro-Funy Inference System) is proposed in this thesis. For this thesis 
extended liT 599 method was used. In this method four gas r<Itios including C<hiCO 
me used to interpret the 1~\Uits including faults in the paper insulation. The Gaussian 
hell shapes arc used as input membership !'unctions because they have much 
flexibility to change its shape by proper training. 

5.1 Neural networks 

Neural networks derive their name from the ncn ous system found in animals. 
Composed of neurons. the systcm·s primary !'unction is communication of 
information !'rom sensory areas to the brain. In addition to simply transmitting 
information. neurons also have decision-making properties that may play a role in 
human decisions. Their organization through the body resembles a relay system. 
''here each neuron represents a stop on that system. I hm ever. instead of transmitting 
the entirety of the signal received at each neuron. the signals arc summed. If (and only 
i !') the sum of the signals is above a certain lc\cl. a nc\v signal is created and sent up 
the relay. By doing this. neurons arc <1hlc to filter out presumably unnecessary input 
from the system. \\ hich eventually com crgcs at various decision centres in the brain. 
In the brain. even more of these neurons exist. connected into patterns to aid in 
recognition (as opposed to passing information from touch. vision. etc.). There. it is 
hclic\cd the neurons f(,rm a more defined system. where neurons represent certain 
concepts or ideas. If enough clues arc passed into the brain triggering a neuron to fire. 
that neuron can mean ··car .. or .. I louse ... 

"\' l, 

d< 1! 

I''!'' ill 

Figure 5.1 i\ Neuron 
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The neuron. being a communication and analysis component. has the requisite parts 
one '' ould expect to find on a such dcv icc C\ en if it were not on a cellular lev cl. The 
first of these. the neuron inputs. arc called dendrites. These dendrites spider out to 
receive inputs fi·om other neighbouring neurons or sensory receptors. 'ia knobs at the 
ends of the dendrites that connect to the other cells through synaptic gaps. Sodium 
and potassium transmission across the synapse change the electric potential of that 
branch of the dendrite. and that potential travels up the dendrites to the cell body. The 
cell body then Stllns the potential. which can be both excitatory and inhibitory. at the 
second part of the communication de\ icc. the axon hillock. This pmt of the neuron 
has been conditioned over time to learn v\hich level of summed in puts is important 
enough to pass up the netvvork which level '·means" :mmething. 

The final part of the neuron. corresponding to the out put of a communication device. 
is called the axon. lf the axon hillock gets senses enough of a potential in the cell 
membrane. the hillock will send its 0\\!1 potential up the axon to other neurons further 
up the chain (figureS.!). It is important to also note that the dendrites form synaptic 
connections with more than one axon. This way. each neuron receives inputs than a 
single pipeline connection into the brain \vould need. and thus reduces the complexity 
of transmission and analysis. By constructing a tree of neurons and reducing the 
information to a set of patterns instead of distinct signals. neurons are capable of 
guiding people through their lives. 

5.2 Artificial Neural Networks 

The artificial or computer-based neural net\vork began as a result of a paper'' ritten in 
1943 by Warren McCulloh and Walter Pitts. The topic of the paper \\as a nev\ kind of 
reasoning system. one that consisted of units that turn their output on ( 1) or ofT (0) 
based upon \\ hether or not the sum of the inputs was beyond a certain threshold level. 
Such a system. they claimed. vvould be able to model literally any function. pro\ ided 
it had enough of these nodes. The nodes were to be arranged in tree f~tshion. ''here the 
data to be !Cd the nctv\ork entered through lines at the "bottom". or \\ide unconnected 
end. of the system. and some sort of decision based on that data would emerge from 
one or more nodes at the top of the structure. 

5.3 Fuzzy Logic Analysis 

Fuuy logic has two diflerent meanings. In a narrow sense. fuJJy logic is a logical 
system. which is an extension of multivalucd logic. I hme\'er. in a\\ icier sense fuzzy 
logic (Fl.) is almost synonymous \\ith the theory of f'uzzy sets. a theory which relates 
to classes of objects with unsharp boundaries in \Vhich membership is a matter or 
degree. In this perspective. ftuJ.y logic in its narrm\ sense is a branch ol' FL. Fven in 
its more natTO\\ definition. fuzzy logic differs both in concept and substance t'rom 
traditional multi\ alued logical systems. 

/\mong various combinations of methodologies in sort computing. the one that ha:..; 
highest' isibility at this juncture is that of fuzzy logic and ncurocomputing. leading to 
ncuro-/'u//) systems. \Vitl1in l't17/) logic. such systems play il particularly importunl 
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role in the induction of rules fi·om observations. i\n efTecti\ e method developed hy 
Dr. Roger Jang for this purpose is called i\NFIS (Adaptive Neuro-Fuzzy lnfCrence 
System). This method is an important component of'Fuzzy Logic Toolbox. 

5.4 Adaptive Neuro-Fuzzy Inference System 
(ANFIS) 

The basic structure of the type of' f'uzzy inference system is a model that maps input 
c haracteri sties to input membership functions. i npdt mcm bcrshi p function to rules. 
rules to a set of output characteristics. output characteristics to output membership 
functions. and the output membership function to a single-valued output or a decision 
associated with the output. 

The shape of the membership functions depends on parameters. and changing these 
parameters change the shape of the membership function. Instead of just looking at 
the data to choose the membership function parameters. we can choose membership 
!'unction parameters automatically using these Fuzzy Logic Toolbox applications. 

5.5 ANFIS for DGA 

The fun:y logic analysis im·olves three successive processes. namely: fl.uzification. 
fl.uzy infCrence. and dcf'uzzyfication. Fuzzifie<1tion converts a crisp gas ratio into a 
fl.u.zy input membership. /\ chosen fuzzy infCrence system (!;IS) is responsible for 
drav,ing conclusions fl·om the Lxtended lEC 599 fl.1zzy rule set of if-then linguistic 
statements. Dcll.uzitication then comerts the fuzzy output values back into crisp 
output actions. 

l~xtendcd IJ:C 599 uses 4 gas ratios. C2l l2/C2l L, Cll1/I b. C,l f/Cl lr,and CO,/CO. Each 
ratio is quantized to a classification code 0. I or 2. Table 5.1 shows codes f(Jr gas 
ratios and relevant f~ndts for diffCrent gas ratios depending on the range of gas ratios. 
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Ratio codes 

~~ Ratio ran~-1~21!,/C,ll4 1 j~CH4/H 2_1 k~C,H/C:l~ I nF(':/C~~ 
!--+' <0.1 i 0 t. I I 0 i 2 i 

I ----- ___ ]_ ___________ --- 1--------l- ~----- I 
n 1 '" 1 I 1 o I o 2 I 

----- . ---- --- j 
2 I 2 I 

-:t . ---~- ----···----! 

~ ~ -1---0 .... 
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l I " ' '" ' 
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--~ 1---- -- -----

---0~?_3 I 
-----~---

i I ~to II 
2 L I ___ _!_ __ I ----- - --------·-

>II 2 2 2 
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------·~- -·--· ~---

I 

l~l ' No f~mlt 0 I 0 i 0 

~- 1 Pa-r~ial discharge_ of~ _; ----~._ 
1 
----~ 

0 

o_j 
-------

i-- low~_nergy density _[ __ [~ -----·--~-----
! 2 I P~1rtial discharge _or 

-1 

lu ___ I high energy dens_·I_t)_1 -+---· 

I 3 I Discharge of low 

--+~~~-~ 0 -1 

rit~~rl;rgc of high T I 1- ~ I 2 I _; 
I 

5 j Thermal 1~mlt of IO\v 

0 1 or 2 1 or 2 -I 

temperature < 150 C 
1------- --------

1 (J Thermal f~mlt of low 
temperature 150 C to 
300 c 

() 

0 

() -I 

f 

2 0 -I 

1 

I -1 --- ---- --I 

0 2 -1 
300 C to 700 C 

1~7 Thermal l~ndt of 
medium temperature 

___________ _,_ _. ___ ----

R Thermal nmlt of high 
temperature 

tQt ~~~~'~;i-rm~~~ 
· (Thermal 
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, cellulose) 

0 

-1 

_j_ ---- ··------------------~----

2 

-1 

Table 5.1 DCiA evaluation code for Lxtended IEC 599 I R] 
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In fuzzy diagnosis. each crisp \'alue (Code 0. I or 2) of gas ratio C21 14/C21 lr, is 
represented by a Gaussian Bell funy-membership function illustmted in figure 5.2. 
The same follows for the other 3 gas ratios Cl L.~II b. C21 h/C2111 and C02/CO. 
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Figure 5.2 Gaussian Bell membership function for C21 biC211h 
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Figure 5.3 ANFIS model structure for DGA 

The set of fuuy inputs ( 4 gas ratios) \Vi th thci r respccti vc mcmhcrsh i p functions form 
the premise part of a fuzzy logic analysis. A fuzzy rule set (linguistic ir-thcn 
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statements) is then used to form ··judgmcnr· on the fuzzy inputs dcrin:-cl !'rom the 4 
gas ratios. For example. the first fi.1zzy rule of Figure 5.4 reads: "If ( '} f/() I

1 
is 0 and 

CI I /I I, is ()and C,l I !C) I is ()and CO/CO is() then fault type is mri \\ hich maps 
I -· ·- . .J -· (J ~ 

the first fault listed in Table 2. The other II fuzzy rules also map the II other f~llllt 

types and a screenshot of these rules is sho\\n in MAT LAB em ironment in Figure 5.4 
although the lli7:zy rules appear strictly defined. 

File Edtt \/Je,,r,,· Options 
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l·igurc 5.4 De\ eloped Rule base for IFC 59<) 

I· IS im oi\'Cs the operations bct\\ccn input fu/J) sets. as illustrated graphically in 
figure 5.5 kno\vn as the Sugeno type. FIS derives output fi.1zzy sets from ··judging" all 
the fuzzy rules by finding the memberships for the f~wlt types as represented by the 12 
li.uzy output rules. Sugeno FIS represents each output membership fi.mction by a 
single spike rather than a distribution cunc. The solution is arriYcd by taking the 
\\cighted average of these spikes ( funy output rules). ;\s illustrated in figure 5.5. the 
blue spikes arc the Sugeno outputs from each of the 12 fuzzy rules. denoting 
probabilities (ll·otn 0 to I) f'or belonging to the f~wlt type denoted by each ftt/.zy rule. 
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Output 
membership 

Fault function Output Value 

No fault mCl (). l 

Partial discharge of low energy density ml2 ().:2 

Partial discharge of high energy density 111 jJ cu 
Discharge of IO\v energy -' ml4 0.4 

Discharge of high energy m r5 0.5 

Thermal fault of I em temperature< 150 oc 111 j() 0. () 

Thermal fault of lo\v temperature bct\\CCn 150 ·~300 oc ml7 0.7 

Therm<d fault of medium temperature between 300 ~. ml'8 
0.8 

700 oc 
Thermal finilt of high temperature 700 oc m jl) ().C) 

Thermal decomposition of the cellulose mno 1 

Table 5.2 Output (Fault) membership functions and assigned values 

The nodes of artificial ncura I net works ( /\NN) arc adaptive. meaning that the out put 
of each node to the next node depends on the internal parameters pertaining to that 
particular node. which arc modified during the learning process. The node-neurons 
update records pass to them one at a time. and "learn" by comparing their 
classification of the record with the correct classification of the record. ;\ learning 
algorithm spccilies how these parameters should change to minimize a prescribed 
error measure. 1\NN if incorporated into the Fuzzy DCJ/\ system will allm\ constant 
updating and upgrading of the system by training with real transformer faults data. 

5.5.1 Checking the model for accuracy 

Due to unavailability of enough studies about the fiwlty transformers and their causes 
of fllllts in CEB. other sources were searched. In result. 30 transformer Jiwlts and 
their known fi!Uits were found from a paper published by International Jounwl of 
Innovations in Fncrgy Systems and [\mer. Vol.2. no. I in June 2007. The inl(mnation 
in the paper did not carry the fault details that arc readily usable for this anal) sis ami 
therefore the f~llllts \\ere guessed as per the f~llllts described in 11-:C 590 and assigned 
output \a lues accordingly as shown in Table 5.3. 
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Assigned 
TF No 112 CH4 C2H4 C2116 C2H2 Known Fault Output 

value 

I 24 ]'"' _) 43 5 319 Arcing 0.4 

2 2(J(J 548 862 328 I Overheating 0.8 
-, I C10 10 I -, I Discharges 0.3 _) -) 

4 80 619 2480 32() 0 Sc\cre Overheating 0.9 I 

i 

5 231 3997 5584 1726 () Severe Heating 0.9 I 
I 

6 127 24 32 0 81 Arcing 0.5 

7 9474 40()6 6552 353 12997 A·rcing 0.4 

Severe Local 
8 507 1053 1440 297 17 Overheating 0.9 
C) 41 (J 695 8(J7 74 0 I lcating and Arcing 0.9 
]() 441 207 224 43 261 Arcing 0.5 

II 65 61 143 16 -, Overheating 0.8 _) 

12 16 87 395 75 30 Overheating 0.9 

13 212 38 47 15 78 Arcing 0.5 

14 800 1393 2817 304 3000 Arcing 0.5 

15 ]99 770 1508 217 72 Overhcati ng 0.9 

I (J 4906 8784 9924 1404 9671 Arcing 0.5 

17 425 17424 37043 7299 158 Overheating 0.9 

18 I OH1 95 71 4 231 Partial Discharges 0.2 

19 244 754 1281 172 27 Overheating 0.9 

20 117 167 481 48 7 Ovcrheati ng 0.9 

21 858 1324 2793 208 7672 Arcing 0.5 

22 137 369 1242 144 I (J Overhcati ng 0.9 
!'"' 274 27 -,-, 5 97 Arcing 0.5 ~.1 _) .J 

24 1249 370 (J()6 56 1371 Arcing 0.5 
;-_) 240 20 28 5 196 !Partial Discharges 0.3 
26 -,-, 79 215 30 5 Ovcrheati ng 0.9 _)_) 

27 307 )I 
~.:.. 33 2 109 Arcing 0.5 

28 60 !144 449 67 9 ( )verheating 0.9 
29 2004 19739 5113 2750 0 Overheating 0.8 

30 _1127 ~I 07 1154 111 224 Arcing 0.5 

Table 5.3 Data set f(w 30 transformer f~1ults [I 01 

Values f'or ruzzy inputs ( 4 gas ratios) were calculated by using the gas values of table 
5.3 and entered them in to ANFIS model as testing data on MAT LAB em ironment. 
After load the model \\ith testing data, graphical representation of expected output 
results (assigned fault values) was obtained Figure SA Blue dots denoted expected 
output from the system. 
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Then model \\(]S tested for ~0 transformer faults. Figure 5.7 shO\\S the output or 
untrained gas ratio memberships for Lllllts. Red dots denote the outputs calculated and 
blue dots denoted the actual (expected)\ a lues. 
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... 

5.5.2 Analysis of ANFIS results 

;\ccorcling to the results fl·om the /\NFIS there seems to be some errors in a rc,, out 
put \alues as shown in Figure 5.7. Those transformers \\CiT taken !'ln further study 
and their[)()/\ test results analy7.cd \Vith Dm al triangle method shmvn in figure 5.X 

-~--~~~~-~-~~d-:~uvai ________ -.;;;:;:;:---~---~,-~-----~-----·--- ------- ----·-······-------- ······--------------··· 

(I 

r-------
_:['1]8_ D....d1Ditli.Jl1 

Oi F:nei',1\', tr~c~-lt<q 

[,:_, /lll:jil fllt'll:l'i 

OF' P.:nit-~1 f'il·=,~hai'-11? 

T1 lh?tn-~-~1 

L' llrt-nrnl 7111_1_1_ 

n l hPrnt:il 

I I(IClL_ -~----'----c---~~-~~---'1' ___________ _____] 

% C::"H~ 

'•/1der L;wlg,Je ['e<- ~1ner 

Figure 5 .X Dm al triangle outcome for testing data 

;\II outcomes from /\NFIS l'vlodcl and Duval Triangle arc tabulated in table 5.4 

TF Assigned 
No Known Fault fault no ANFIS Out Dun1l triangle 

Partial discharge or Mixers or electrical 
.., 

Discharges 0.3 hm/high energy density 0.25 and therma I !~lUI t .l 

Partial discharge or Arc low energy. 
() A rei ng 0.5 lo\\/high energy density 0.25 tracking 

7 /\rei ng 0.4 Discharge of high energy 0.5 ;\rc hioh cncro\' C C.; 

Thermal f~llllt or high Thermal f~llll t > 700 j 

II Overheating 0.8 temperature > 700 oc 0.9 c 
Partial Arc lo\\ energy. 

I 
I X Discharges 0.2 D ischargc or I ow energy 0.4 tmcking 

Discharge of lcm/high Arc !tm energy. ! ,.., 
~.l /\rei ng 0.5 energy 0.45 tracking 

Partial ;\rc low energy. 
I-
~) Disc hargcs 0.3 Discharge or IO\\ energy 0.4 tracking 

Arc lm\ energy. 
27 Arcing 0.5 Discharge or lov\ energy 0.4 tracking 

Table 5.4 Comparison of evaluated results 
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TF No H2 CH.t C2H-t C2llc, C2lb Known Fault 
'1 I60 10 I '1 I Discharges .1 _1 

6 I27 24 '"'! .1"- () 8I Arcing 

7 9474 4066 6552 ]53 I 2997 Arcing 

I I 65 6I I43 I() '1 Overheating .1 

U\ 1076 95 7I 4 23I Partial Discharges 
!'"~ 274 27 '1'1 5 <)] Arcing __ 1 _, -' 
25 240 20 28 5 96 Partial Discharges 

i 

27 307 !! '1'1 J ]()l) /\rei ng 
I 

_).1 

Table 5.5 Gas concentration data table for erroneous results 

Case I 

I ransformcr No 03 fault 

The kmmn /(111/f of the transformer No 03 is indicated as Discharges (but not 
descriptive). The ;\NFIS model's output value is 0.25. \\hich means the li.ntlt resides 
in het\\een Partial discharge of lo\\ energy and Partial discharge of high energy. 

The DGA clearly shm\s that only I I~ exceeds its limit (Table 5.5). According to ke) 
g<ls method this t;_wlt should be Partial discharges. That confirms the result of J\NI'JS 
model. 

;\bo\ e point error (0.()5) happened due to the change of codes in gas ratios from one 
to other on that point. These kinds of errors will be further refined alter model is 
trained \\ith more accurate data sets. 

Case 2 

Transformer No 0(J fault 

The fault of the TF No 06 \\as indicated as Arcing (But not descriptive) 

Dm a I t rianglc method confirms that this lind t should be me low energy or tracking 
''hich means ANFIS model's output should he 0.3. But ANI·JS model's output \alue 
is 0.25 as same as in the piT\ ious case. Alter proper training these errors \\ill be 
eliminated. 

Case 03 

Transformer No 07 l'tll!lt 

Result of the ;\NFIS model is discharge of high energy. which \\as confirmed correct 
by the output of Dual Triangle (Arc high energy). This error related to case 03 \\as 
indicated due to misleading description of the fi:wlt "'Arcing" in the tested data set. 
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Case 04 

Transformer No II 

Known f~llll t of the transformer I I is "0\ crheati ng" but it docs not i nd icatc the 
scYeri ty of overhcati ng. There fore I guessed this ovcrheati ng is in bet\\ ccn ]()() and 
700 (IC. then put 0.8 as output. But. J\NFIS Model shmvs that this fault is a Thermal 
Fault ( overhcati ng) more than 700 11C and that result \\as confirmed by the Dm a I 
triangle. 

Case 05 

Transformer No 18. 23. 25 and 27 

Partial I 
Gas Discharge Arcing TFNo.18 TF No. 23 TF No. 25 I TF No. 27 --

57 97! 61.40 Hz%_ 88 39 71 97 59.69 
------· ---- ---------f-- --- -1-- ·--------

g_9_z_% - 1 2 0 00 0 00 ---- ~- ~6-t-- - ~~~ ---- ---·------- ----------

CO% 1 4 0 00 0 00 ----··-- -------r------------ ·---------------------
__f_tl4 % - 6 10 6 35 5.88 4.83 4.40 ---t------- -- --------·-
__fzHs % __ 1 0 27 1.09 1.21 0.40 - - t-------- t------ -- ----------

C_2H1 % _ 0 1 6 4.75 7.19 6.76 
f.- ----~Q_ -· ---------- ------ --- ---------

CzHz% 0.2 35 15.45 21.13 23.19 21.80 

Table 5.6 Gas concentration comparison table for erroneous results 

J\bm c transformers' knml'/1 fcllllls arc partial discharges and arcing. Percentages of 
gas prod uccd for such faults are indicated in table 5. 7. A II transformers. sho\vn in 
table 5.6. ha\e considerable percentage of Acetylene (C 2 11 2 ) which is one of the key 
gases of arcing and tracking. But their Acetylene percentage not increased up to 
snere arcing condition. This kind of situation may happen due to lmv energy arcing 
condition. 

For these transformers. Both J\NFIS model and Dmal triangle gmc same l~wlt as 
hm energy discharges. 

When considering above cases it is proved that the J\NFIS model g<nc more accurate 
results for Dissolved (ias Analysis except fc\\ code boundary problems. These 
problems can also be eliminated by changing shapes of input membership fl.mctions. 
This should be done after obtaining more precise data set from a transformer LlLiit 
analysis survey. 
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